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Abstract Tiltrotor aircraft have three flight modes: helicopter mode, airplane mode, and transition

mode. A tiltrotor has characteristics of highly nonlinear, time-varying flight dynamics and inertial/-

control couplings in its transition mode. It can transit from the helicopter mode to the airplane

mode by tilting its nacelles, and an effective controller is crucial to accomplish tilting transition mis-

sions. Longitudinal dynamic characteristics of the tiltrotor are described by a nonlinear Lagrange-

form model, which takes into account inertial/control couplings and aerodynamic interferences.

Reference commands for airspeed velocity and attitude in the transition mode are calculated

dynamically by visiting a command library which is founded in advance by analyzing the flight

envelope of the tiltrotor. A Time-Varying Linear (TVL) model is obtained using a Taylor-

expansion based online linearization technique from the nonlinear model. Subsequently, based

on an optimal control concept, an online optimization based control method with input constraints

considered is proposed. To validate the proposed control method, three typical tilting transition

missions are simulated using the nonlinear model of XV-15 tiltrotor aircraft. Simulation results

show that the controller can be used to control the tiltrotor throughout its operating envelop which

includes a transition flight, and can also deal with vertical gust disturbances.
� 2018 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

17

18 1. Introduction

19 A tiltrotor aircraft, which combines the characteristics of heli-
20 copters and fixed-wing aircraft, consists of an aircraft body
21 (including the fuselage and wings), engine nacelles, and rotors.

22Unlike a traditional aircraft, a tiltrotor aircraft is a complex
23multibody system which can change its configuration by tilting
24the nacelles, and it owns three different flight modes, namely
25helicopter mode, airplane mode, and transition mode. The
26transition mode, which means the conversion between the
27other two flight modes, is a special mode of tiltrotors. A tiltro-
28tor aircraft with two side-by-side rotors such as the XV-15 til-
29trotor is studied in this paper.
30A tiltrotor owns the advantages of both helicopters and
31fixed-wing aircraft. Firstly, a tiltrotor can fly freely in different
32directions like a helicopter, and can also hover in the air.
33Secondly, a tiltrotor has a faster cruising speed than that of
34a helicopter. Thirdly, a tiltrotor can enhance civil or military
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35 transportation capability because it has three flight modes.
36 However, a tiltrotor aircraft has some disadvantages such as
37 low safety and low reliability. Firstly, the flight dynamics of
38 a tiltrotor is much more complex than that of a traditional air-
39 craft since the tiltrotor demonstrates different flight dynamic
40 characteristics in different flight modes, and there exist inertial
41 couplings between the aircraft body and nacelles. Secondly, a
42 tiltrotor has low reliability because there are control couplings
43 between its control action paths. Thirdly, the pilot workload of
44 a tiltrotor would be higher especially in the transition period,
45 because it has the characteristics of complex flight dynamics,
46 inertial couplings, and control couplings. This paper studies
47 the flight control for tiltrotor aircraft to deal with the complex
48 flight dynamics and inertial couplings.
49 To obtain a reasonable and reliable dynamic model is cru-
50 cial for aircraft controller design. A large amount of literature
51 considers a tiltrotor as a single rigid body, and describes its
52 dynamic characteristics through three-Degree-Of-Freedom
53 (DOF) longitudinal modeling or six-DOF modeling, which is
54 similar to that for traditional aircraft.1–3 However, a tiltrotor
55 is a kind of morphing aircraft which tilts its nacelles in its spe-
56 cial transition mode, so a traditional flight dynamic model can-
57 not reveal the inertial couplings and dynamic characteristics in
58 the transition mode. Certain literature regards a tiltrotor as a
59 multi-rigid-body system in view of the inertial couplings. For
60 example, Li et al. considered a tiltrotor as multiple entities,
61 and developed a twelve-DOF dynamic model for tiltrotors
62 based on multibody dynamics.4 The multibody model can
63 clearly characterize the inertial couplings and complex flight
64 dynamics of a tiltrotor, but its expression is too complicated
65 for controller design. Later on, based on the Lagrange’s equa-
66 tion, Zhang et al. built a multibody longitudinal nonlinear
67 model of a tiltrotor, and the derived model is in a more concise
68 form and more suitable for the longitudinal controller design
69 of the tiltrotor.5 It is worth noting that modeling of multibody
70 systems has experienced a remarkable development in space
71 flight.6,7 Furthermore, founding an aeroelastic model is benefi-
72 cial to analyzing the stability of the tiltrotor.8

73 The literature about tiltrotor aircraft control can be classi-
74 fied into two categories: linear control and nonlinear control.
75 Firstly, linear controllers were designed on the basis of a linear
76 dynamic model and the information of certain flight condi-
77 tions, and references are organized chronologically. A Model
78 Predictive Control (MPC) method was adopted to design a
79 flight controller for the hovering mode and three other typical
80 flight scenarios of a tiltrotor.9 An attitude controller for a til-
81 trotor in the helicopter hovering mode was designed using
82 MPC.10 An optimal control approach was proposed to deal
83 with gusts effects on a tiltrotor in helicopter and airplane
84 modes.11 Minimum energy controllers were designed based
85 on the helicopter mode and the airplane mode, respectively.12

86 Based on optimal preview control, an attitude controller was
87 developed for a particular flight state in the transition mode
88 of a tiltrotor.13 In consideration of model errors, a controller
89 was designed for the airplane mode of a tiltrotor based on a
90 sliding mode method.14 It should be noted that the above men-
91 tioned linear controllers were mainly designed for one or sev-
92 eral particular flight states of a tiltrotor, and they need gain
93 scheduling to achieve control of the whole conversion process
94 of the tiltrotor. Secondly, nonlinear control approaches have
95 the advantage that the nacelle angle does not need to be
96 assumed fixed when designing tiltrotor flight controllers. In

97Ref. 15, a robust nonlinear controller was designed for a tiltro-
98tor in the hover mode. Considering system uncertainties and
99disturbances, an adaptive control method was developed based
100on Neural Networks (NNs),16 but it requires using different
101NN weights for different flight states, e.g., different nacelle
102angles. Based on the work,16 an online NN modelling method
103was introduced to develop a fully adaptive flight control
104method, which achieves not only longitudinal control but also
105lateral control of a tiltrotor. It should be mentioned that this
106method needs to update the entire full-state nonlinear model
107of a tiltrotor for different flight states.17 Considering the con-
108trol difficulty brought by the tiltrotor mode switching process
109and the tiltrotor configuration change during the transition
110mode, Ref. 18 presented a nonlinear control method and
111specifically studied the transition process control. Neverthe-
112less, the tiltrotor controller designed in Ref. 18 fails to consider
113input constraints and control couplings.
114A tiltrotor aircraft, especially in the transition mode, is a
115time-varying and strongly nonlinear system, and there exist
116couplings between different control action paths. As an alter-
117native to linear controllers with a gain scheduling mechanism
118and nonlinear controllers mentioned above, it is a wise choice
119to convert a time-varying highly nonlinear system into a Time-
120Varying Linear (TVL) system, and then design a controller
121based on the TVL model. There exist a large number of
122approaches in literature considering founding a TVL model
123and TVL control.19–22 The Linear Parameter Varying (LPV)
124control method, which approximates a nonlinear system as a
125TVL system, is a classical control method which has been
126widely applied to aircraft with a variable structure.23–27 How-
127ever, a single LPV controller designed for a single flight state
128cannot accomplish the whole transition control of tiltrotors
129operating in the transition mode. Moreover, the switching
130LPV control method based on the Lyapunov function is com-
131putationally expensive because it needs to solve a large number
132of linear matrix inequalities.28

133The objective of this paper is to propose a control approach
134which is competent for achieving effective control for tiltrotor
135aircraft in the transition mode. More specifically, this paper
136contributes to online model linearization, dynamic generation
137strategy of reference commands, and real-time optimization
138based optimal control of a tiltrotor. Firstly, a nonlinear and
139time-varying Lagrange-form tiltrotor model is presented,
140which takes the control couplings of tiltrotor aircraft into
141account. Secondly, how to derive a TVL model from the
142time-varying nonlinear model is addressed. Note that the
143TVL model updates its parameters at each sampling instant
144according to the flight conditions. Thirdly, a trim-condition
145based approach is developed to calculate the reference com-
146mands for airspeed velocity and attitude. To update the refer-
147ence commands in real-time, a library for the flight envelope of
148the tiltrotor and the static characteristics curves of the pitch
149angle is founded. Fourthly, inspired by the MPC concept, an
150online optimization based optimal control approach is pro-
151posed for tiltrotor aircraft, especially when considering
152transition-mode flight missions. Moreover, the proposed con-
153trol approach allows for conducting input constraints, and
154the control inputs are the solution of a constrained online opti-
155mization problem.
156The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
157presents the longitudinal dynamic model of a tiltrotor which is
158used for designing a controller. In Section 3, how to calculate
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